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Commercial Renovations

Katerra’s Commercial
Renovations division is
the turnkey design-build
solution for clients.
Services & Capabilities
Design-Build Approach
Pre-Construction & Estimating
Integrated Global Material Sourcing

Katerra retail and commercial renovations
serves both small and large retail chain stores.
From commercial construction, interior
finish out, remodeling, restaurant and retail
construction, and ground-up construction, our
dedicated team of experts ensures high-quality
and on-time delivery.
With nationwide operations and verticallyintegrated supply chain, Commercial
Renovations can provide pre-con and design
project management, from inception through
execution.
Our clients gain further efficiencies by sourcing
from Katerra’s integrated supply chain, which
includes finishes and fixtures, mass timber
products, bath and kitchen assembly kits,
modular commercial solutions, and more.

Full-time, On-Site Project Supervision
National Vendor and Skilled Trade Network
Focus on Tenant Satisfaction

Benefits to Clients
Time-Saving
Cost-Saving
Integrated Material Supply
Modular Pre-Fabricated Kits
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Commercial Market Expertise
Commercial
Katerra Commercial Renovations partners with
clients across a wide range of market sectors.
We have deep market understanding and a track
record of successfully delivering various project
types.

Retail
Health Care
Hospitality

Our team understands the unique challenges
of working in the commercial construction
environment, minimizing business interruptions
and maximizing speed to occupancy. We know
this cannot be done without proper planning,
teamwork, and detailed execution.

Adaptive / Mix-Use
Entertainment
Light Industrial
Speciality (One-Off)

Retail
Commercial Office

Restaurant
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Katerra Materials

An integrated supply chain of
residential and commercial
materials.
KOVA is the official building products
brand of Katerra, delivering the perfect
balance of great design, consistent quality,
and incomparable value.

Finish Materials

Cross-Laminated Timber

KOVA finish materials are a curated selection of timeless
products – elegantly simple forms and finishes, selected to
complement any style, enhance any space, and stand the test
of time.

Katerra offers a line of mass timber structural products,
fabricated at our cutting-edge factory in Spokane, WA. Katerra
offers 11 different layup configurations to offer our clients wide
design flexibility.

Building Assembly Kits

Modular Commercial Solutions

KOVA assembly kits are innovative delivery systems
engineered to reduce cost and increase the speed to
occupancy. Our bath and kitchen kits are designed to fit every
time, while reducing waste and labor time.

KOVA commercial solutions, including interior glass walls,
phone booths, and modular conference rooms, enable quick
and easy creation of elegant, adaptable, and cost-effective office
environments.
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